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PROGRAM OF THE MEDITATION andEXERCISES EVENINGS 
° walking meditation in the labyrinth (ifdry weather conditions) or silent arrivalmeditation
° exchange about personal self-observations 
° relaxation exercise with open eyes and / or breathing exercise (7 energy spots) 
° 12 postures exercise and/ or 1-3-4 basic exercise  Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHUsfMvriAg Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ij7T8rAwng4 
° "stones game" (mental/ feeling) and "gift exchange" (will) or "red, blue or yellow meditation" from the 134 book 
° presentation of a 12 perspectives ofa human being topic with discussionLink: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UW9yCMLh4gQ 
° day meditation
° exchange about the evening 

Exchange technique: 
Bohm Dialogue, which " is a freely-flowing group conversation in which participants attempt to reach a common understanding, experiencing everyone's point of view fully, equally and nonjudgementally. This can lead tonew and deeper understanding. The purpose is to solve the communication crises that face society, and indeed the whole of human nature and consciousness." (Wikipedia) 

=== 
PARTICIPATION FEE: 
You receive 90-120 minutes of the coordinators time and skills. You give an equal amount of time and skills as a special gift to some one else (you wouldnot have given this anyway) in the weekto come. This way the free gifts are multiplied by the number of participants. 
An additional donation to pay website/meetup-fee/folders ... is appreciated. === 

LOCATION:
The exact address in Bertrange will be communicated to participants. 
If the weather is nice and dry, it will be OUTDOORS - in this case it is behind the house, use the red door at the left of the house to get in the garden- bring your socks, shoes,  jackets, coats, blankets, gloves, hats, whatever you need to feel comfortable

===
COORDINATION:
Alfred Groff, PhD, Psychologist,
Psychotherapist, Counselor, MeditationTeacher & Tetra-Art-Worker

www.alfredgroff.comwww.meetup.com/Luxembourg-Consciousness  /www.facebook.com/groups/integralconsciousness


